PERFORMANCE, PACK AGED

CASE STUDY

ID Technology Helps
Leading Beverage
Company Improve Uptime
and Efficiency
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Small beverage company had inconsistent labeling machines throughout their facility and experienced downtime
on many of the labeling machines. After purchasing a continuous inkjet (CIJ) printer from ProMach product brand ID
Technology in the early 2000’s, the beverage company now has grown into multiple facilities and have relied on ID
Technolgy for their labeling needs. ID Technology has fostered the 20+ year relationship with this company by providing
continuous support and service, taking the time to learn and understand the business operations and challenges, and
providing expert labeling advice whenever a need for a machine occurs.

Customer Challenge
As a regional beverage company was transitioning from being a small company to a larger company, its
operational efficiency was plagued due to using a disconnected assortment of outdated inkjet and labeling
machinery.
By working with ID Technology and installing new merge technology, this company was able to achieve
zero downtime, improved uptime, and greater efficiency. The beverage company’s partnership with ID
Technology was beneficial when opening a second facility in a different geography and in helping drive the
company’s continued growth.

Background
This prominent regional beverage company in the Southeast, with a
broad line of beverages, has been in business since the mid-1900s.
Over the past few decades, the company has added new products
and undertaken new marketing activities, which has strengthened the
company’s brand, increased its base of loyal customers, and accelerated
the business’s growth.
As the company evolved and grew, it continued to make all of its
products in one facility. Like many companies that go from being small
to mid-sized and then large, the equipment used on the manufacturing
and packaging lines was a collection of various equipment from multiple

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Regional beverage company that started in mid1900’s has been experiencing growth due to increased
marketing activities and adding new products to
their product line.

vendors, which was purchased at different points in time and cobbled
together. As Jay Mullaly from ID Technology observed, “They had an
applicator or an inkjet system from just about every vendor that you
could imagine.”
This lack of consistency in the labeling equipment made it difficult to
maintain this equipment and maximize efficiency. Mullaly noted, “It is
very difficult to maintain different equipment from different vendors all
over the facility.” As a result of this mismatched equipment, the company
struggled to achieve the uptime and efficiency it wanted. In Mullaly’s
experience, “Companies that have evolved from a small company to a
large company always have a period of time before they get there. That’s
where this company was.”
BUILDING A LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP THROUGH ONGOING SERVICE

In the early 2000s, this beverage company purchased a continuous inkjet
(CIJ) from ID Technology. This was an isolated purchase that occurred
when the company was purchasing different equipment from different
vendors. Over the next several years, this company didn’t have any
specific needs that ID Technology could help address. However, during
this time, ID Technology continued to provide ongoing service and
support for the company’s CIJ.
During regular visits, individuals from ID Technology’s technical service
team developed relationships at the beverage company. ID Technology
learned about the company’s business, operations, and challenges. In
addition, ID Technology’s sales team stayed in touch with the engineering
and maintenance managers to keep them abreast of changes at ID
Technology, as well as new products and technologies.
Based on understanding the beverage company’s business and
challenges, representatives from ID Technology periodically discussed
the advantages of consolidating to just one or two labeling vendors.
Doing so could simplify the company’s operations, make maintenance
easier, and ultimately improve uptime and efficiency.

Solving a Major Customer Labeling Problem
A few years ago the beverage company began to experience major
problems with its old, outdated tamp-style labeling equipment that had
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been in use for decades and was seemingly held together by rubber bands and duct tape. This equipment was causing
extensive downtime problems as well as safety issues. Mullaly observed that in using this antiquated equipment the
company was trying to tamp a flat label on multiple round products.
Understanding the problems this company was experiencing, the ID Technology team offered to conduct an onsite demo of
ID Technology’s new PowerMerge™ technology. ID Technology temporarily installed a Model 252 label printer applicator with
high speed PowerMerge at the beverage company’s facility and “ran their labels on their line at their speeds,” said Mullaly. ID
Technology left the equipment at the site for a few days so the beverage company could gain firsthand experience. “They
loved the printer applicators,” shared Mullaly, “because it got them away from the old ‘tamp style’ methods into newer and
safer merge technology.”
The PowerMerge module rolls the label onto the product. Using this technology, it is possible to apply the label more
effectively on an uneven surface—and many of client’s packages were extremely uneven.
The beverage company liked the solution that ID Technology provided, but even more importantly, was appreciative of ID
Technology’s consultative approach. ID Technology thoroughly understood this organization’s situation and its operations
and challenges—and proposed a solution that was exactly what
the company was looking for. As a result, the beverage company
purchased two Model 252 label printer applicators with high speed
PowerMerge.
THE BENEFITS OF ID TECHNOLOGY’S POWERMERGE TECHNOLOGY

For the beverage company, the installation process was fast, easy,
and pain free. Benefits included zero downtime and improved
efficiencies. Also, in conjunction with installing PowerMerge, ID
Technology implemented a custom version of NiceLabel software
where the operator uses a PC screen on the line to input the SKU
number for a particular product. When the product is selected, the
system automatically populates the screen with the correct label to
be applied so the label can be validated. Once validated, the label is then sent to the printer.
In addition to the new labelers from ID Technology, this software was a game changer for the beverage company. The new
label printer applicators and software turned a very manual process into a highly streamlined system. Implementing this
technology helped the beverage company increase its scalability and production capacity while boosting efficiency. It also
decreased risks throughout the production process.
EXTENDING THE RELATIONSHIP TO PALLET LABELERS

The same issues that applied to the beverage company’s old tamp style labelers also applied to its pallet labelers. That is, the
company had an assortment of old legacy pallet labeling systems.
After having a positive experience with ID Technology on the PowerMerge labeler, the company asked ID Technology to
propose a pallet labeler solution. ID Technology proposed updating the company’s pallet labelers with a consistent, modular
solution. This solution involved the same components for the print engine, the electronics module, and more. Having shared
components makes maintenance simpler and easier.
The beverage company liked this solution. They initially purchased one new pallet labeler from ID Technology and within one
month, ordered three more. Mullaly reflected, “They loved that modules were the same on their product labelers and their
print labeling systems; continuity was key.” Looking back, Mullaly noted, “Both projects have proven to be a glowing success.”
The beverage company replaced a local incumbent with ID Technology and has been extremely satisfied with its decision
and the results. In addition, ID Technology supplies labels to this customer from ID Technology’s label converting facilities.
As a result, the beverage company takes advantage of ID Technology’s Limited Lifetime Warranty on the labeling equipment
because they exclusively use ID Technology’s labels and ribbons.

Supporting Expansion to a New Facility
After this company had chosen ID Technology for its product and pallet
labeling, the company decided to open a second facility in a new region
to support the growth of its brand. In creating this modern new facility,
the company wanted to largely replicate what was working well at its
initial facility. This meant working with ID Technology to install Model
252 label printer applicators with high speed PowerMerge for product
labeling, with the same software, as well as using ID Technology’s pallet
labeling solution .

“They loved that modules
were the same on their
product labelers and their
print labeling systems;
continuity was key. Both
projects have proven to be a
glowing success.” - Jay Mullaly,
Regional Sales Manager at
ID Technology

Working with ID Technology for all of its labeling needs across multiple
facilities provides consistency and continuity in terms of technology. It
also leveraged ID Technology’s extensive service coverage to provide
consistency from a technical support perspective. The company’s
decision to replicate its initial facility and expand its relationship with ID
Technology has worked well. The second facility opened smoothly, is
operating efficiently, and is enabling the company to expand.

Conclusion
This beverage company’s experience is representative of how ID
Technology works with all clients. ID Technology was not focused on
selling a piece of equipment. Instead, ID Technology built a long-term
relationship, understood the company’s challenges and goals, and took a
consultative approach in providing relevant, efficient solutions that met
the company’s needs.
These solutions have perfectly addressed the company’s challenges,
increased uptime, improved efficiency, streamlined operations, and
played a key role in helping this company grow and achieve its business
goals.

ID Technology engineers and integrates industry-leading solutions for labeling automation,
coding, marking, and label production within the food, beverage, pharmaceutical, personal
care, and household & industrial goods industries. We feature a diverse line of products that
include label printers, label printer applicators, laser coding & marking systems, thermal inkjet
(TIJ) printers, continuous inkjet printers (CIJ), and thermal transfer overprinters (TTO).
ID Technology also manufactures and supplies flexographic, digital, blank,
and shell labels. Supported by our multiple regional label production facilities across the
United States and Canada, we’re close to ensure you operate at peak efficiency.
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